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PROLOGUE
On May 1st 1953 Arsenal, the most famous football club in the world at that time,
stood on the brink of a record seventh Football League Division One championship.
For almost a quarter of a century the north London club had been the dominant force
in English football though their fame had spread far beyond the confines of Britain.
Only the outbreak of the Second World War in 1939 had interrupted nearly a decade
of consistent success.
Upon the resumption of competitive football in 1946, the club had been burdened
by pre-war debts of around £150,000. There was also the loss of key players through
war, injury or age who otherwise might well have helped the club extend its success
well into the 1940’s. Of the players who beat Sunderland 5-2 at Highbury on 2nd
September 1939, the day before war was declared on Germany, only Bryn Jones and
Reg Lewis would play regular senior football in the first post-war season. After a
disastrous start that saw the team struggling at the foot of the league table, two shrewd
signings turned the club’s fortunes around. Ronnie Rooke, an ageing, but still prolific
goalscorer joined from second division Fulham and Everton’s veteran England
international Joe Mercer, who had considered retiring after a serious injury, was
signed and Arsenal finished a respectable 13th at the end of the campaign.
Before the start of the following season, George Allison, Arsenal’s manager since
the untimely death of the legendary Herbert Chapman in 1934, stood down due to ill
health. Allison’s place was taken by trainer Tom Whittaker, a former Arsenal player
in the 1920’s. In his first season in charge the first division championship was won
comfortably and a third FA Cup success followed in 1950. In 1951/52, a feat
previously thought highly improbable, a league championship and FA Cup double
began to look distinctly possible. Unfortunately a string of injuries to key players in
the final weeks of the season wrecked Arsenal’s title hopes and they were forced to
settle for third place. An even greater heartbreak was to follow in the FA Cup final.
Full back Walley Barnes, in attempting to turn sharply on the lush Wembley turf,
badly wrenched a knee and was unable to continue. Opponents Newcastle United
went on to triumph against the ten remaining Arsenal players by a single late goal
from Chilean international George Robledo. And so, where winning both trophies had
at least once been possible, Arsenal eventually finished with nothing.
But out of misfortune came a steely resolve to make amends the following year.
Season 1952/53 was unusual insofar as that no club stood out as obvious winners of
the league championship, even in the latter stages. By mid-March, Arsenal had still
been four points behind leaders Burnley, though with two matches in hand over them.
The Lancashire club, a frontrunner for much of the season had wilted under pressure
in the run-in, leaving Preston North End in prime position to win their first
championship since 1890. Even as Burnley faltered, Arsenal would experience their
own worst run of the season with no win in five matches. When first choice centre
forward Cliff Holton was injured in a 2-0 defeat at Middlesbrough, their title chances
looked to be over. However, a fighting comeback of five consecutive wins took them
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to the top of the table with just two games left. The first was at Deepdale where their
closest rivals Preston beat them convincingly 2-0. Six days later on Friday 1st May
Arsenal faced the ultimate test when they would play Burnley at Highbury in the final
match of the season.
After Arsenal’s defeat at Preston, both teams were level on 52 points, each
having one match left, leaving the destination of the championship finely balanced.
Although Arsenal had a marginally superior goal average, Preston appeared to have
an easier last fixture, away to relegation threatened Derby County the following
Wednesday. So, by the day of their own game Arsenal would know exactly what
result was needed to secure the title.
As expected, Preston beat Derby 1-0 and remained in contention though winning
the championship was out of their hands. What it did do however was put pressure on
Arsenal to take the title by beating Burnley, no easy task – anything less than a win
would give Preston North End the championship.
Sixth placed Burnley had already proved to be one of the division’s better sides,
league leaders as recently as mid-March. Claiming the top flight’s second best
defensive record with just 49 goals conceded, they would be difficult opponents to
overcome. Had they not stumbled in the latter stages, that final match at Highbury
might well have been the championship decider between them and Arsenal. As it was,
they could still finish fourth by winning it. And they had a further incentive – to
topple the so-called ‘soft southerners’ and keep the championship within Lancashire.
And so on a cool, cloudy evening, a crowd of 51,586 converged on Highbury
stadium, mostly tense, excited Arsenal fans. With far more red and white scarves and
rosettes on display than usual, the atmosphere in the surrounding streets felt more like
that of a FA Cup tie than a league match. But effectively it was a cup final – and,
should Arsenal win, the league title would be their prize; anything less was
unthinkable for team and fans alike.
Inside the ground the gaps on the terraces were closing fast. High up on a North
Bank still uncovered due to wartime bomb damage, the home fans were in fine voice.
They could be relied upon, whatever the situation to get right behind their team. But
the evening of May 1st was destined to provide the most tense and dramatic
conclusion to a football season that most of them would ever be likely to experience
again.
All of those home fans were acutely aware they were about to witness the most
important match staged at Highbury since 7th May 1938. On that nail-biting Saturday
afternoon Arsenal had to beat visitors Bolton Wanderers to stand any possible chance
of snatching the first division championship for the fifth time in seven years. By
coincidence, just as they would fifteen years later, Arsenal had to play Preston North
End in their penultimate league game. But in 1938, Preston had been preoccupied
with the FA Cup final the following week. Uninvolved in the title race and reluctant
to risk injury that might rob them of a place at Wembley, their players had noticeably
drawn back from unnecessary physical contact and Arsenal won the match easily 3-1.
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By further coincidence, the 1937/38 Division One championship had also been
decided on the final day of the season. Wolverhampton Wanderers would be crowned
champions of the first division should they beat Sunderland at Roker Park, regardless
of any other results. At Highbury, Bolton Wanderers were well beaten 5-0 but the
Arsenal camp had to wait for news from Wearside where a terrific battle was still in
full swing. Wolves had encountered a determined Sunderland side surprisingly well
committed for whom the match had little at stake other than pride; so much so, that
one over-exuberant Sunderland player was sent off, something relatively unusual in
pre-war football. Wolverhampton Wanderers, with their extra man advantage,
pounded away relentlessly but the home side defended desperately after taking a
shock 1-0 lead. The Wolverhampton players were still frantically swarming around
the opposition goalmouth seeking the elusive equaliser when the final whistle went.
Sunderland somehow had managed to cling on to their precious lead and Arsenal,
most unexpectedly, clinched their fifth first division title.
Fifteen years on, most of the fans packed inside Highbury were hoping history
would be repeated. At least this time Arsenal’s destiny lay in own their hands. At
6.25pm a huge roar greeted the teams as they emerged from the tunnel. The fans
reserved a special cheer for goalkeeper George Swindin, the sole survivor from the
side that had played Bolton in the title winning match in 1938. For much of the
current season Swindin had been merely back up for Jack Kelsey, Arsenal’s brilliant
young goalkeeper but the Welshman had been injured against Liverpool a month
earlier and would play no further part in the championship run in. Swindin, in his 14th
league match of the campaign, would narrowly qualify for a league championship
medal – but only of course if Arsenal won it.
1 May 1953 Burnley (home)
Just eight minutes had ticked by on the huge illuminated Highbury clock when
Swindin, advancing to gather a routine cross, dropped the ball. In an instant Burnley
winger Roy Stephenson pounced on the error to put his side ahead with a simple
finish that silenced the home fans into numb disbelief. Fortunately, one player
remained aloof and unperturbed amongst the ensuing angry recriminations. Straight
from the restart, Arsenal’s combative Scotland international wing half, Alex Forbes
burst through an opposition still euphoric and congratulating each other. His ferocious
first time drive took a wicked deflection off Burnley right half Joe Brown, the ball
swerving past the flailing arms of goalkeeper Des Thompson. The home fans roared
in relief. Flame-haired Forbes, hands held aloft, celebrated his goal by dancing wildly
on the spot. It was his first and only goal of the season, but it was priceless.
Six minutes later, Thompson made an incredible save from Arsenal’s burly
winger Don Roper and conceded a corner. Roper blasted in the kick low at around
knee height. His inside left colleague Doug Lishman, cleverly evading the attentions
of two Burnley defenders, coolly swept the ball past Thompson to put Arsenal ahead.
In the 21st minute, a neat interchange between wingers Reuben Marden and Roper set
up little Scotland international inside right Jimmy Logie, who stabbed home Arsenal’s
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third goal with the outside of his right foot just inside the Burnley goal post.
Thompson could only watch in anguish, helplessly stranded on his goal line.
All was going well after the early setback and most home fans, as half time
arrived, felt reasonably confident enough to be able to visualise the championship
trophy being paraded around Highbury after the final whistle. Below a darkening sky
tinged with red, the collective groans and cheers of the first half action gave way to
low murmurs of animated conversation as the highlights of the first half were
reflected upon. Tiny flames from countless matches briefly flared and cigarette ends
glowed brightly as they were drawn deeply upon; clouds of grey-blue smoke drifted
serenely up into the fading light. There would be many more lit by trembling fingers
before the night was out.
Despite Arsenal’s lead there was still an air of unease amongst many in the
crowd. The marching band completed its half-time circuit of the pitch and withdrew.
Both teams came out to rapturous applause for the final forty five minutes of a
momentous season. Though Arsenal looked confident the Burnley players
understandably appeared more relaxed, almost nonchalant. There was of course no
pressure on them. The churned up morass of a pitch after early morning rain and the
constant use throughout the long season, had been generously sanded around the
goalmouths and centre circle. But the heavy, cloying surface would ensure that only
the strongest, fittest players would be able to complete the allotted ninety minutes
without succumbing to cramp or sheer fatigue.
Right from the restart manager Tom Whittaker’s half time instructions were clear
to the crowd – what you have you hold. Take no chances; forget the three more goals
needed to achieve a century for the season. Though almost imperceptibly at first,
Burnley tightened their grip on the game. Inch by inch, Arsenal were virtually trapped
in their own half. The crowd grew edgy, aware of the growing threat. With time and
season ebbing away the calm and confident Arsenal players successfully countered
every Burnley thrust; now just fifteen minutes separated them from the title.
Suddenly Roy Stephenson, a threat to the home defence all evening, clipped a
short pass through to inside forward Jimmy McIlroy, who quickly squared the ball
into the Arsenal goalmouth. Swindin hesitated in coming off his line. The crowd
swayed en masse forward in response to the danger. Burnley winger Billy Elliott
alone and one-on-one with the Arsenal goalkeeper, got to the ball fractionally first and
toe-poked it towards the unprotected goal. Swindin watched in horror as the ball crept
agonisingly slowly over the line. The stunned Arsenal players trudged wearily back to
the centre circle for the restart. Shocked and fearful, the home fans cast baleful eyes at
the pallid face of the Highbury clock, willing its hands to move forward towards
salvation. Five seasons before, Elliott’s goal at Highbury for second division Bradford
Park Avenue had put Arsenal out of the FA Cup. Would he be villain of the piece
again?
One split second of Jimmy McIlroy magic had reduced Arsenal to leaden-footed
apprehension as the reality of their precarious position sank in. Sensing their
opponents’ confidence evaporating with the now slender margin, a rejuvenated
Burnley totally threw all caution to the wind and surged menacingly forward again
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and again. Arsenal captain Joe Mercer roared at his team mates, urging them to stand
firm and defy Burnley’s late onslaught in search of a disastrous equaliser. Every
player was packed into Arsenal’s half, except goalkeeper Thompson, craning his neck
to follow the distant action. Of all the Burnley players, he had the greatest vested
interest in seeing Arsenal beaten – his brother George was Preston’s goalkeeper!
Ashen-faced fans cast nerve-wracked glances at the Highbury clock, the hands of
which seemed not to have moved for an eternity. Tom Whittaker, his shoes peppered
with cigarette ash, could stand no more of the tension and retreated, red-faced with
anxiety underneath the stand. Concerned at the agitated state of the Arsenal manager,
club secretary, Bob Wall who had sat alongside him, quickly followed him out.
Knowing the final whistle was near Burnley summoned their last remnants of
strength for one more assault. Arsenal knew that one mistake at that stage would mean
certain title oblivion. Ten white-shirted players stormed forward hoping to deliver the
fatal blow. Equally desperate to prevent it, the Arsenal men threw themselves almost
bodily at the opposition. But after spending practically all of the second half backpeddling, they were too physically drained to clear the ball safely upfield. Back it
came again, bobbing dangerously amongst the mass of bodies crowding the Arsenal
penalty area. Swindin made frantic swimming movements with his hands as he sought
a view through the flailing arms and legs. Then came a heart-stopping moment;
Burnley centre forward Bill Holden went sprawling in the penalty area. The entire
stadium held its breath; the referee waved play on. Swindin could only hope as a
Burnley player shaped to fire through the melee totally obscuring his view. Highbury
was in uproar – the crowd whistling in a frantic attempt to influence the match official
into ending the contest; so much so, that three shrill blasts on his whistle went
unheard above the din. With arm held aloft and exhausted players collapsing around
him, the referee had signalled the end of hostilities for both the night and the season.
There was a momentary pause. Then a massive wall of sound engulfed the entire
stadium. Eleven mud-spattered victors, hands clasped high above their heads in relief
and acclaim, acknowledged the adulation erupting from every part of the ground as
the Burnley players sportingly congratulated the new champions. Arsenal had been
forced into a desperate second half rearguard action by the most worthy of opponents.
But they had survived – just, to take a record seventh Division One championship.
****************
“We want Joe Mercer!”chanted the euphoric fans, refusing to leave the area
around the main entrance to the stadium in Avenell Road. There was an almighty roar
as the 38 years old captain of Arsenal, with his broad smile and famous spindly legs at
last emerged onto the steps. He waved to the cheering crowd then, indicating the need
for quiet, he spoke,
“This has been the most wonderful day of my life.”
He paused, seeming to be momentarily lost for the right words to say to them
“But now I am sorry to tell you that you have seen me play for the last time. I am
retiring from football.”
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